Custom Training Programs – Law Enforcement
and Military Programs
Aggressive Defensive Solutions is a training
centric organization. We have brought
together instructors and operators with
backgrounds from each of the disciplines we
teach.
AggDefSol is uniquely positioned to create
custom coursework for our customers. We
recognize the dynamic nature of today's threats
and understand that one size fits all training is
not always your best value for your limited
budget or training time.
If you have a unique requirement and our
current course work does not appear to fill
your needs just call us and see what
AggDefSol can do for your organization. We
have modified our courses and provided our
customers situational based training from law
enforcement scenarios to combat operations
such as convoy operations and MOUT
training. Our training has gone as far as
providing Observer Controllers and role
players for LE and military exercises.

AGGRESSIVE DEFENSIVE SOLUTIONS
is here to help you with all your training needs.
Why Aggressive Defensive Solutions?
Simply stated, we have the answers to the real
world problems. Our security consultants have
law enforcement and military security
backgrounds. They understand what works,
what does not and why. These professionals
work with us because they believe in what we
are doing.

For the Law Enforcement Professional:
AggDefSol has several Virginia DCJS General
Instructors,
Firearms
Instructors,
and
Defensive Tactics Instructors. We provide a
full range of training programs for
departments of all size. Make you in-service
training count.
For the Military Professional: all AggDefSol
military training is taught by for military
members. Each staff instructor is a veteran of
ground combat to bring relevance to your
training. Our courses are not about simply
surviving - they teach you how to win on the
battlefield.
For the Corporate Security Professional:
AggDefSol understands the constrained nature
of the business world and can provide
considerable value to limited security funding
in todays corporate setting. We have a unique
mixture of instructor backgrounds which can
cater to every aspect of corporate training from
tactical and technical training to site security
surveys and employee protection planning.

For more information about what we can do
for you
Contact Us:
by email: info@aggdefsol.com
by phone: (757) 620-2878
on the web: aggdefsol.com
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